Exposed:The Next Phase Of The Homosexual Agenda
Homosexual activists are now pushing for legalization of public sex in restrooms
and parks; abolishing ‘age of consent laws,’ and legalizing prostitution.
The City of San Francisco quietly revised its laws governing massage parlors in December, 2003. The new
regulations remove massage parlors from oversight
from the Police Department as a vice issue and place
these sex shops under the Department of Public
Health.
The change, in effect, helps legalize prostitution in San
Francisco. Prior to the change, individuals wishing to
operate massage parlors had to apply for a license
from the police. Prostitutes, sex offenders, and others
with criminal records were denied licenses.
The new law also removes restrictions banning sexually suggestive ads and loosens restrictions on massage
parlor trainees.
This lax policy against prostitution is part of an overall
agenda that is being pursued by homosexual activist
groups like the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force
(NGLTF) and the Gay And Lesbian Advocates And
Defenders (GLAD).
In May, 2004, the NGLTF announced a new alliance
with the Woodhull Freedom Foundation (WFF), a sexual liberation group that seeks to abolish laws against
prostitution; overturn “age of consent” laws protecting children from adult sexual predators; and seeks to
legalize homosexual sodomy in public restrooms and
parks. The WFF also seeks to ban all abstinence-only
sex education materials in our nation’s public schools.
According to an NGLTF press release (May 28, 2004),
this new NGLTF/WFF coalition will focus first on
studying America’s “archaic” sex laws and will then file
lawsuits to have these laws overturned.
According to the NGLTF, this will include laws against
“public lewdness, but which are routinely misused to

persecute and prosecute people who participate in
non-traditional forms of sexual expression.”
The WFF lists as one of its primary goals:
“Decriminalization of safe and consensual alternative
sexual expression, including public sex and sex work.”
“Sex work” is code for prostitution.
The Gay And Lesbian Advocates and Defenders has
already successfully overturned a Massachusetts policy
governing how police are to treat homosexuals caught
having sex in public restroom stalls. The homosexual
group sued the police for harassment against a homosexual male, identified only as John Doe. Doe had been
convicted in 1998 for lewd sexual conduct in the
woods near a rest area. When police spotted Doe
near a public restroom in 1999, they ejected him from
the park.
GLAD claimed the police were unfairly targeting Doe
for harassment and violating his constitutional rights. A
Middlesex Superior Court judge then issued an injunction barring police from removing Doe from rest areas.
The new policy imposed on police says that
“socializing and expressions of affection” are not considered sexual conduct and such conduct is not illegal
unless there is a “substantial risk” that a passerby can
observe the conduct.
According to Boston Herald columnist Margery Eagan,
the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court also issued
an opinion on the issue of homosexual sex in public
restrooms or parks. According to Eagan, “Our SJC
now says public sex is not illegal unless there’s a good
chance passers-by will see it. Discreet sex, straight or
gay, is thus OK whether at rest stops or secluded
beaches, state parks, or state offices or in
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minivans with steamed-up windows and tinted glass
parked anywhere from the garage at Boston Common to
the meters along Beacon street. It’s an enlightened view,
it seems to me.” (Boston Herald, 3/4/2001)
The effort to overturn public sex laws is not limited to
Massachusetts. In March, 2004, Fresno police arrested 40
men in California and charged them with lewd and lascivious behavior for having sex in a public restroom. A judge,
however, said that charges may be dropped because no
heterosexuals were targeted by police in the sting operation. Police observed numerous homosexuals engaging in
sex orgies outside restroom stalls. Eric Schweitzer, a lawyer who represented many of the homosexuals in the
case, was pleased with the judge’s ruling. “What consenting adults do in private is their business, right? They’re
simply being arrested for things that don’t amount to a
crime at all.” (Fresno Bee, 3/13/2004)
Slowly, but surely, homosexual activists are overturning laws against public sex, based upon such
questionable reasons as harassment or discriminatory treatment. The judge in the Fresno case may be
oblivious to the fact that heterosexual males seldom engage in sex orgies in public restrooms; nor do heterosexuals typically engage in sex acts in parks.

‘Age of Consent’ Laws Targeted, Too
In 1972, the National Coalition of Gay Organizations issued a “Gay Rights Platform,” that included the following
demand: “Repeal of all laws governing the age of
sexual consent.”
This effort is being pursued aggressively now by homosexual groups all over the world. In Hong Kong in June,
2004, a homosexual group called Civil Rights for Sexual
Diversities, issued a demand that the age of consent for
homosexual sodomy be lowered from 21 to 16. The
group says this law is “archaic” and must be abolished.
In Kansas in 2002, the ACLU demanded that the Kansas
Supreme Court strike down a 17-year prison sentence
for an 18-year-old homosexual who had sex with a 15year-old boy. The case was brought by the ACLU’s Lesbian and Gay Rights Project, headed by homosexual attorney Matt Coleman. The ACLU claims that the boy’s
sentence would have been far less had he been sexually
molested a girl instead of a boy.

In England, a homosexual group known as Outrage! has
led the fight to abolish all age of consent laws. In 1999,
for example, it issued a press release titled: “16 is not
enough! We want total equality!” According to John Hunt
with Outrage!: “Winning an equal age of consent
Yet, the new paradigm being promoted by homosexuals will be an important advance. But it will still leave
is that if a person can’t see homosexuals engaging in oral many other homophobic laws unchanged. … We
sex in a restroom stall, it isn’t violating anyone’s rights. In will not settle for anything less than TOTAL
EQUALITY.” Outrage! demanded: “… the repeal of
fact, one pro-homosexual attorney argued on “The
O’Reilly Factor” that if a person happens to look over the ALL discriminatory sexual offences—buggery, gross indewall into the stall where sex is occurring, he has violated cency, soliciting, and procuring,” meaning sodomy, public
sex, and prostitution.
the right to privacy of those engaging in sex.
Bill O’Reilly interviewed criminal defense attorney Bruce
Nickerson on his March 16, 2004 show on the Fresno
sting operation. According to Nickerson, “...If you bend
down and look over [to see homosexual sex taking place
in a restroom stall], you’ve violated their privacy.” Nickerson says a closed bathroom stall is “a private place in
California under California law.” When O’Reilly asked
him if he approved of homosexuals having sex in a public
park, he answered that it would be okay “...where you
reasonably don’t expect to offend anybody.”
The Gay Financial Network says that Bruce Nickerson is
a crusader working to change laws dealing with public
sex. Nickerson describes himself as a bisexual and “the
state’s best toilet lawyer.” (Gay Financial Network,
5/29/2000) A legal web site called Vault, says that Nickerson’s main goal in life is “to help reshape the way that the
law deals with gay men and women. Specifically, this
means that Nickerson defends gay men and women in
undercover sex stings and lewd conduct cases.”

Homosexuals Seek To Abolish All Moral Laws
U.S. Civil Rights Commissioner Mary Frances Berry is a
member of the board of the Woodhull Freedom Foundation. In the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force press
release, she noted: “Many individuals are unaware of the
sex laws in this country and how those laws are used to
selectively persecute individuals simply for their private
and consensual sexual expression.” This expression, of
course, includes having sex in public restrooms, engaging
in prostitution, and sodomizing little boys.
TAKE ACTION
Send this article to your pastor, community leaders, school
teachers, friends, and neighbors to inform them on the
latest goals of the homosexual agenda.
Distribute TVC’s special reports, including “The Overhauling of Straight America” and our Homosexual Urban Legend series. These reports can be downloaded from TVC’s
web site at: http://www.traditionalvalues.org. TVC, 139 C
Street SE, Washington, DC 20003; 202-547-8570.

